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SUMMARY

(1) Efflux CUN~S of 3HH0  from intact isolated muscle fiber of the giant barnacle were
studied by a continuous washout technique.

(2) The accuracy of the washout technique was analyzed by studying the efflu  of
‘HHO  from two models: a) microsacs  of collodion and, b) cylinders of agar gel. In both
cases the experimental efflux kinetics follow the predictions of the respective models:
surface-limited diffusion for the microsacs  of collodion and bulk  phase-limited diffusion
for the filaments of agar gel.

(3) The experimental efflux curves of 3HH0  from isolated muscle fiber can be de-
scribed by a sum of at least two exponential terms. Several models have been analyzed
to explain the distribution and kinetics of the ‘HHO  in this preparation. Those models
which consider the muscle water as distributed in two compartments, extracellular  and
intracellular water, require that at least 27% (two compartments in parallel) or 46% (two
compartments in series) of the total water has to be located in the extracellular  space.
This fraction of water exceeds the maximum extracellular  water content (9%) estimated
on the basis of extracellular  space measurements by a large margin.

(4) It has been found that a model of bulk phase-limited diffusion and desorption
mechanism can describe the 3HH0  effluxes  adequately. This model basically suggests
that the rate-limiting step of ‘HHO  exchange is not permeation through a surface barrier
but diffusion through the bulk of the intracellular water. According to this model, the
apparent diffusion coefficient for 3HH0 has been estimated to be 55% of that in free
solution.

(5) The bulk  phase-limited diffusion and desorption  kinetics is compatible with recent
evidence indicating that the cell water is in a different physical state than in free solution.

*Fellow of the  Conseja  National  de Investigacione~Cient~ificas  y Tdcnicas  la Rep&lica Argentina
Present address: Department Biapbydque,  Centre  Hospitalier  Universitaire,  Universite  de Sherbrooke,
Sherbroake,  Quebec, Canada.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent studies of nuclear magnetic resonance spectra,‘e”  intracellular freezing pat-

tems,4s5  water vapor equilibrium,6 kinetics of 3HH0 exchange,7  and nonelectrolytes
exchange* have indicated that the water in living cells may exist in a different physical

state than  water in dilute solutions. More specifically, studies of the influx and effiux of

‘HHO into and from frog ovarian eggs have shown that the rate-limiting step for the ex-
change is not a surface barrier, but rather, that it reflects a more-or-less unifdnuly slower

rate of diffusion in the bulk of the cell water’ and the presence of an adsorbed fraction
of water as a result of interaction with cell proteins.’

All of these results are in support of a hypothesis on the physico.chemical  nature of the
living cell that envisages cell water as existing in a state of multilayers adsorbed on the
cell macromolec”les.‘~‘~

In 1969, Bunch and Edwards’s reported their studies on the aHHO  exchange of iso-

lated single barnacle muscle fibers, concluding that this exchange is limited by the surface
membrane. The muscle fibers were cut and 3HH0 was introduced into the cell by injec-
tion. Subsequent investigations have brought to light the fact that a profound disruption

of the normal state of the water could follow cutting or other injury of one end of the
muscle cell cytoplasm.‘~~‘7

We recently reinvestigated this ‘HHO exchange problem, using inrocr isolated single

giant barnacle muscle fibers. The data to be presented below indicate that the efflux of
water from this cell also follows a bulk phase-limited diffusion in conjunction with a de-

sorption process, In agreement with the earlier conclusion from the study of frog eggs.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

All experiments were performed on single muscle fibers  of the giant barnacle, Balonus
nubilus, isolated from the depressor muscles in a barnacle Ringer solution kept at 6-8°C.

The  muscle fibers were isolated intact with a small piece (0.25 cm’)  of the shell attached.
For the uptake experiments, several fibers attached to a common piece of shell were iso-

lated together.
The isolated muscle fibers were approximately cylindrical in shape and their diameters

were measured with the aid of an ocular micrometer. Fibers that contracted at any stage

of the experimental procedure were discarded. The composition of the barnacle Ringer
solution used was in millimolar concentrations as follows: N&l,  45O;KCI, 8;CaC12, 20;

MgCI,  , 12; NaHC03,  10. All experiments were peIfonued  at 23.25°C.

\
Introduction of Extracellular  Markers

Several single fibers attached to a common piece of shell were immersed in 6 ml of
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barnacle Ringer solution containing I .O  &i/ml  of sorbitol-‘4C  for 40 min OI  l.O!~Ci/ml

of sucrose-“‘C  for 60 min. The duration of these periods of incubation exceeded, with an
ample margin, the time it takes for a water-f&d cylinder 0.1 cm in radius to reach 99%

of the equilibrium distribution of these extracellular space probes in an external solute

(i.e., 17 min for sorbitol-‘*C  and 21 min for sucrose-“‘C,  calculated on the basis of a
diffusion coefficient of 0.7 x 10e5 cn?/sec  for D-sorbitol and 0.55 x 10.’ cm21sec  for

sucrose, 25°C).
After loading with the labeled sorbitol or sucrose, the muscle fibers were cut from the

shell, blotted on wet filter paper, and weighed. The tracers taken by the muscle fiber were
extracted in 2 ml of 0.1 N HCI for 16 to 20 hours at room temperature. 0.5 ml of the
extracts, as well as 0.5 ml of dilution of the loading solutions, were mixed with 5 ml of
Bray’s solution” and counted in a Packard 341E liquid p-scintillation counter.

The volume of extracellular space occupied by the tracers per gram of wet weight were

calculated by the relation:

ml (extracellular)  = caunts/min  (muscle,  x 1
g  wet wt. (muscle countshnin  ml (soln) g  wet wt. (muscle)

water content

Muscle fibers  incubated in barnacle Ringer  solution were blotted on wet filter paper
and weighed (wet weight) as described before; the fibers were then dried at 98°C for

16 to 20 hours and weighed again (dry weight). The water content was taken as the dif-
ference between the wet weight and the dry weight and expressed in ml per gram of wet

weight + 1 S.E.

Loading: A single isolated muscle fiber was incubated in 3 ml of barnacle Ringer

solution containing 10 pCi/ml  of tritiated water for 45 to 60 min. In some experiments,

only the muscle fibers were exposed to the labeled solution. This was done by passing

the muscle fiber through a hole (0.25 cm in diameter) in a Teflon disc held over the label-
ed solution. After loading, the fiber  was carefully blotted on wet filter paper and intro-
duced into the washout apparatus.

Washout Apparatus: Figure 1 shows a diagram of the chamber used. The washing
Ringer solution flowed in a groove 3.8 cm long&27  cm wide, and 0.6 cm deep and was
collected at the outlet on the floor of the chamber in graduated 15 ml centrifuge tubes

(0.1 ml division f 2%). The total volume of the groove and the outlet was 0.64 ml. The
average flow rate of the washing solution was 17 ml/min. The performance of the cham-
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ber was analyzed by following the washout of a sample of *‘Na introduced into the

chamber. This was done by tilling the chamber with 0.6 ml of wata  containing 0.08 &i

of ‘*Na. The washout was started by opening the inlets and the outlet of the chamber

simultaneously. The flux of the washing solution was between 12.13 ml/min,  and samples

were collected for periods of 5 seconds. Under these conditions the half time of dilution

was estimated to be between 4 and 5 seconds.

SEAL

,WASHING  FLUID

TEST TUBE

Figure 1. Diagmm  of the chamber for continuous washout of intact isolated muscle fibers. The iw
lated  muscle  fiber is washed by a continuous stream of barnacle Ringer solution that enters  to the
gmove  via two inlets. The position of the inlets asums  that the muscle fiber is completely surrounded
by the washing solution. The attached piece of basal shell remains outside the chamber and is covered
with Vaseline. At the floor af the opposite and  of the  groove there is an outlet through which the
washing solution drains and is collected. The samp@  were collected at intervals of 5, 10, 15 and 30
set;  the total time for changing from tube to tube (done manually) took no  more  than one sec. No
washing solution was lost between samples.
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Washout: The isolated muscle fiber was introduced into the chamber in the following

manner: the Teflon wall of the chamber had a hole 0.25 cm in diameter through which a
silk thread was pulled. The tendon of the fiber  was tied to the thread; careful pulling of

the thread brought the fiber into the chamber. (The piece of shell attached to the muscle

fiber, as well as the external surface of the Teflon wall, were first covered with petrolat-
urn.)  The shell was then firmly pressed against the Teflon surface and fixed in that position

by a rubber band.

Washing solution flowing through the chamber was collected without interruption in
a series of 15 ml graduate centrifuge tubes. These tubes were changed at 5, 10, or 15 set

intervals during the first  3 min of the washout and every 30 set  thereafter; the total dura-

tion of the washout being 5  to 8 min. At the end of this period, the exposed part of the
fiber was soaked in S-10 ml of barnacle Ringer solution for at least 4 hours to exchange

fully the remaining 3HH0 water. The volumes of barnacle Ringer solution collected in

centrifuge tubes were recorded; a 0.5 ml sample from each tube, as well as 0.5 ml of the
final  extraction solution, was mixed with 5 ml Bray’s solutions and their radioactivity

was assayed. Since the volume of the washing  solutions collected in each time interval
was known, the total counts/min lost by the muscle fiber in that period was readily calcu-

lated.

Efflux of Tritiated Water from Cylinders of Agar  Gel and Microsacs  of Colhfion

Cylinders of Agar  Gel: Cylinders of agar  gel were prepared by dissolving 4 g of agar

(Bacto-Agar, Difco)  in 100 ml of hot distilled water. The mixture, still fluid, was aspirated
into a length of polyethylene tubing. Once the agar  had solidified, the agar  gel fdament

was squeezed out from the tubes by air pressure and stored in distilled water for a few
hours before use.

Collodion Microsacs: Collodion microsacs were prepared according to the method of

Ling (unpublished). Five grams of pyroxylin  (F’arlodion,  Mallinckrodt  Chem. Works) were

dissolved in 100 ml of a mixture of 3 vohxnes  ethanol and 1 volume ethylether. Thin

glass rods, 0.1 to 0.15 cm in diameter, were dipped 3 to 4 times in the mixture, allowing
partial drying each time. The collodion coating formed was removed from the glass rod

mold, cut into 2.5 cm lengths, and each length was tied at one end with a thin silk thread.
The microsac  was fdled  with distilled water before the open end was also tied. Both tied

ends were then sealed with a thin coat of Parlodion  solution. The external diameters of
these microsacs measured from 0.11 to 0.15 cm.

Efflux of Tritiated Water from Models: Agar gel filaments and the microsacs were
incubated for at least 1 hour in 5 ml of distilled w_ater  containing 10.0 Ki/ml  of tritiated

water. At the end of the loading period the diameters of the agar  gel filaments were

measured. The filaments (and the microsacs) were gently blotted on wet filter paper and
introduced into the efflux chamber described above. The procedure used to study the
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efflux of tritiated water from these models was similar to that used in the study of iso-
lated muscle fibers.

Analysis of the Efflux  Curves

The efflux cuws  were obtained by adding up the  collected, measured radioactivity in

the washing  solution and that  of the residual tritiated water in the muscle fiber. The
results wae  normalized by taking the total counts in the muscle at zero time as unity.

All the efflux curves were analyzed on the  assumption that the muscle fibers are cylinders

whose lengths far exceed their diameters.

The efflux data are presented in two different ways: (1) in plots of the logarithm of
remaining ‘HHO (as a fraction of the initial amount) against  the duration of was&g  t,

and (2) the  fraction of the total “HHO already exchanged as a function of the square root
of t.  This type of plot more clearly displays the  differences between surface-limited diffu-

sion and bulk-limited diffusion process. ‘Jo For the model in which <he  efflux of ‘HHO
represents bulk phase-limited diffusion with desorption,  tables of numerical solutions cal-

culated with the aid of an  NM/360  computer were kindly provided by Dr. G. Karreman.

RESULTS

Effru  of Tritiated  Water from Models

To analyze whether the washout method used ha‘d the requisite accuracy, efflux of

‘HHO  from collodion microsacs and from agar  gel filaments were studied. Both models
were roughly of the same size and shape as the muscle fibers.

The efflux of -‘HHO  from microsacs was expected to follow the kinetics of a surface-
limited diffusion process, since the only significant diffusion barrier is the collodion  wall.

When the cylinders previously equilibrated with ‘HHO are washed in solution free of

tracer, the efflux kinetics are governed by the equation:

d[C,] in
__ =’ -ki,+,  [CJin  ,

d t
0)

where [C,], is the concentration of the  ith substance in the interior of the bag and k:,  is
the efflux rate constant of the itb substance. The solution to equation 1 is

(2)
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where the superscripts f and 0 indicate concentration of labeled water at time t and time

zero, respectively. Equation 2 predicts that  a plot of log [Cj k/[C’ji  against time should

yield a straight line with an intercept of 1.0. The efflux described by equation 2 can be
converted to an influx curve by writing equation 2 in an exponential form, multiplying it

by (- 1) and adding one to both sides. If I- [CJ b/[C,]  z  is plotted against the square root
of the time, the CUIV~  obtained is sigmoidal  (Fig. 2a).7

I’
1.0

TIME”‘, (mid’*)

.6

6

4

.2

0l!L
(b)

0 .5 1 . 0 1 . 5
TIME”‘,  hin”2)

Figure 2. Theoretical efflux curves  for  surface and bulk  phase-limited diffusion mechanisms.M,  and
MO  represent the amount of tracer in the cylinders at time f and time 0. The theoretical efflux curw
are plotted as influx curves, a.3  a function of the square mot of time: a) the surface-limited diffusion
mechanism was calculated by equatian 2 with  a rate w&ant  af 1.045 min.‘;  bj bulk  phase-limited
diffusion mechanism for a cylinder of 0.0475 cm in radius and an apparent diffusion coefficient of
1.29 x 10-s  cm’/sec.

For the case of cylinders of agar gel, the rate.limiting  step for the efflux of 3HH0  will

be the diffusion of the tracer in the bulk of the cylinder. The efflux of ‘HHO from a
cylinder of infinite length is described by the equation:‘9320

(3)
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where D is the diffusion coefficient of the ith substance in the cylinder, vf  are the Z~IOS

of the Bessel function of zero order (Y, = 2.405; u2  = 5.520;. .), and r. is the radius of

the cylinder. When t is sufficiently long, only the first  exponential term is significant and
equation 3 can be reduced to

[C,lX  _ -0~:  f
0 - 0 .692  exp 3
[C,l ti 0

Equation 4 shows that the last portion of a plot of the Pn of [CJ L/[C,]  z  plotted against

time yields a straight line with an intercept on the ordinak equal to Pn 0.692. The efflux
kinetics can be transformed into an influx profile in a manner similar to that described

above for a surface-limited diffusion process.‘*” In a plot of (I- [C,]  ;&I;)  against
the square root of time, the curve is approximately linear in the initial portion (Fig. 2b).

Efflux of ‘HHO  from Microsacs  of Collodion

Figure 3 presents the efflux of tritiated water from a microsac  of collodion, showing
that the efflux curve  has the characteristics of a surface-limited diffusion process: a) the

semilog  plot is a straight lie over  two decades, and b)  its extrapolation to zero time gives
a value of [Cl b/[C’J  i  (or M,/Mo)  close to unity (0.98). The average value of the extrap

&ted  intercepts on the ordinate at time zero from four different experiments was 0.98 f

0.01 (Table 1). Figure 4a shows the same efflux of Figure 3 plotted as an influx profde
against the square root of time. It can be seen that the experimental curve, sigmoid  in

shape, fulfills the requirement of simple surface-limited diffusion, as described by equation

2.

Table  1. Intercepts of the -%HO  efflux  CUWSJ  from microsacs  of collodion.  Intercepts  are  the ex-
trapolation to zero  time of the straight tine obtained from a semilogarithmic  plot  of ihe  fraction of
initial 3HH0  activity as a function of time (f 1 SE.).

Microsac Intercept of Straight  Line

a

h

c

d

*wage

0.97

1  .oo

0.96

0.98
L
0.98+0.01
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Figure 3. Efftux  of %iO  from a microsac  of caUodion.  Semilogarithmic  plot of the amount of
%I0  remaining in the sac at time f (Aft)  as a fraction of the initial amount CMoj  as  a function of
time, f.  Microsac  d  (Table 1). The extrapolation of the stra&ht  Line  is 0.98 and the rate  constant
1.045 mb-1.

Eff2ux of ‘HHO  from Filaments of Agar  Gel

Figure 5 shows the time course of tritiated water exchange for a filament of agar  gel.

The efflux is relatively faster at the  beginning but later follows a straight line. The intercept
of this straight line portion was calculated by regression using all values of M,/Mo less
than 0.30. In these experiments, M,/Mo reached a value of 0.30 in about 20 to 40 sec.

Table 2 presents the intercepts values of the straight line portion of the  effluxes and the
apparent diffusion coefficients for five experiments. No significant differences were found

between the intercepts calculated for filaments h.  to e and the theoretical intercept ex-
pected for a bulk phase-limited diffusion process, only in one case (filament a, Fig. 5) the

difference seems  to be significant (0.05~>0.025).  The apparent diffusion coefficient
estimated is D’  = 1.44 x lo-’  cm’/sec. This value is lower than the diffusion coefficient
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Figure  4. (a) Emu%  of 3HH0  for a microsac  of collodion.  The efflux data are represented BS  an influx
and plotted as a function of the square root of time showing a sigmoidal  shape. The theoretical cuwe
has been calculated from equation 2 with a rate constant of 1.045 mine’  (microsac  d, Table  1); (b)
EMux  of %HO from a cylinder of agar  gel. One efkx  (fdament 8,  Table 2) is converted and plotted
as influx as a function of the square  mot of time. The continuous Line  was calculated far a pure  bulk
phase-limited diffusion mechanism. The radius used is 0.0520 cm and the apparent diffusion coefticient
1.28 x 10-s  cm2/sec.

Table  2 . Parameters of the 3HH0  efflux curves  from agat gel filaments. The slopes and intercepts
were obtained by regression. AU values  of M,/Md  less than 0.30 were used. The  apparent diffusion
coefficient D’ was calculated from the slope of the regression line, which is equal to D’ 5.784/r&

where r. is the radius of the filament.  In four of the five filaments, the calculated intercepts were
found to be not signiticantly  different with respect to  the theoretical value of b 0.692 (filament b,
0.9h>O.S:c,  0.9bP>O.E;d,  0.8~>0.7:  e, 0.3>p>o.Z:for  fdament  a. O.OS~>O.OZS,.

Agar  Filament Radius Intercept of Straight Line , D’

cm h  MrIMo* -M,IMlJ all2 SK-’  x 105

a 0 .0520 -0 .3189 f 0.0166 (8) 0.727 1.28

b 0 .0550 -0 .3548 f 0.0698 (5) 0.701 1.47

‘2 0.0475 -0 .3526 f 0.0812 (8) 0.703 1.28

d 0 .0430 -0 .3315 3~ 0.1046 (5) 0.718 1.59

e 0.0533 -0 .3218 f 0.0346 (IO) 0.725 1.58

* zt  S.E.

Physid  Chem.  d:  Physics 5 (1973)
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Figure 5. Eftlux  of 3HH0  from a filament of agar  gel (filament a). The filament of agar  gel 4% (w/v)
is 0.0520 cm in radius. The  final  straight  line  abtained by regression has an intercept of !b 0.727.

of ‘HHO  in pure water (DaHHO = 2.44 x 10es cmZ/sec  at 25°C”). This lowering of the

diffusion coefficient has been attributed to the obstructive effects of the gel matrix.”
Nakayama  and Jackson’” measured the apparent diffusion coefficients of tritiated  water

in agar gel with a varying agar concentration from 0.3 to 1 g/l00 ml, showing that the
apparent diffusion coefficient decreased as the percentage in the gel increased. Extrapola-

tion of their data yields a D;,,, = 1.39 x lo-’  cm* /SK for a 4% gel, which is close to

the value obtained from the effluxes reported here.
All the efflux cunxs can be normalized by plotting them against D’t/ri  (Fig. 6). Except

for the first 10-20 seconds of the washout, in which a departure from the theoretical

curve of 6 to 10% can be observed, all efflux curves are in basic agreement with the ex-
pected kinetics. When the efflux is plotted as an influx, against the square root of time,

the experimental values follow the theoredcal  curve for bulk phase-limited diffusion from
a cylinder (Fig. 4b). This result indicates that extrapolation from the final straight line

portion of the cwves  gives a quite accurate intercept, theoretically predicted. The efflux
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of tritiated water from both models-microsacs of collodion  and cylinders of agar  gel-
presents the characteristics theoretically predicted, indicating that efflux studies with this

technique are  accurate enough to yield meaningful analysis of the efflux of tritiated

water from the single isolated barnacle muscle fibers.

Figure 6. Eftlux  of +lHO from a filament  of agar  gel. AU data from five  different filaments have
been normalized by plotting them as  a function of the nondimensional parameter D’t/ra;  10  is the
radius of the filament  in cm (Table 2) and t,  the time in seconds. The continuous tine has been ob-
tained from the  data tabulated by A. V. HiU  (ref. 19, Table IV).  The dashed straight tine is the regres-
sian  line calculated by using all values of M&If,,  Less  than 0.30. The intercept (!??a  0.716 = -0.3341 f
0.021) was found not significantly different from the theoretical value of !?a  0.692 (-0.3682; 0.20>
p>O.lO).

Efflux  of Tritiated  Water from Muscle Fibers

The efflux experiments were carried out after loading the muscle fibers for one hour

in barnacle Ringer with “HHO. This period of incubation is sufficient for the ‘HHO  to

completely exchange with the cellular water (Table 3). The distribution of tritiated water
was calculated from the uptake of ‘HHO and the specific activity of the loading solution,

and is expressed in microliters per gram of wet weight. The water content was calculated

from the wet weight of each muscle and the percentage water content (ml/g wet wt.)
estimated on other muscle fibers from the sane  barnacle. The value of 1 for the ratio

of the 3HH0  exchange over  the water content indicates that the water of the muscle has

been completely exchanged after one hour of incubation. Figure I shows two efflux curves
of ‘HHO from intact isolated muscle fibers. The shape of the curve is not a simple straight



Table  3. Volume of 3HH0  distribution in intact is&ted  muscle fibers. The intact muscle tibers  were
incubated for 1 hour in barnacle Ringer solution containing 10 &i/ml  %HO. The fibers  were  then
cut from the basal shell, blotted, weighed, extracted and counted as described under Methods. The
wafer  content of the fibers was obtained by multiplying the wet weight  of each muscle (column 2)
by the fraction of water content determined separately on muscles of the same barnacle  (0.787 ml/g
wet  wt,.

Muscle wet wt.

mam

Volume of Distribution Volume 3HH0
of 3HH0 Water  content water  content

ml ml ratio

a 0.0322 0.0247 0.0253 0.98

b 0.0337 0.0268 0.0265 1.01

c 0.0311 0 .0240 0.0245 0.98

d 0 .0360 0.0287 0.0283 1.01

e 0.0287 0.0233 0.0226 1.03

f 0.0373 0.0304 0.0294 1.03

g 0.0345 0.0280 0 .0272 1.03

h 0.0235 0.0174 0.0185 0.94

i 0.0261 0.0207 0.0205 1.01

j 0.0258 0.0192 0.0203 0.95

k 0.0199 0.0155 0.0157 0.99

I 0.0218 0.0182 0.0172 1.06

m 0.0215 0.0173 0.0169 1.02

.4wage l.OOA

line. There is an initial fast fraction of -‘HHO  that is completely washed out in the first
minute. The following portion of the efflux curve represents a straight line. The complete

efflux curves  can be approximately described by a sum of two exponential terms:

[Cl fA - &-“A’ + &+B’
[C,l& -
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intracellular compartment.
A. Two Fiber Compartments in Parallel: For this simple case the fraction of extra-

cellular and intracellular compartments are given respectively by the constants A (fast

compartment) and B (slow compartment) of equation 5.
The extracellular compartment will then have a value of about 27% of the total muscle

water, which far exceeds the extracellular space reported for isolated muscle fibers of

barnacle (7% of fiber water). *4 Studies of D20  exchange in single muscle fibers of a

marine crab” have also shown that if a model of two fiber  compartments, in parallel is

applied, an extracelhdar  space of 60% will be required. It might be asked whether this
excess of ‘HHO in the fast compartment might not be due to a leakage of tracer from
the piece of shell at the outside of the chamber (Fig. 1). This possibility is ruled out be-

cause the fame efflux curves  have been obtained when only the muscle was exposed to

the loading solution (muscles g and h, Table 4).

Table 4. Efflux of 3HH0  from intact isolated muscle  fibers  of barnacle  (fitting tkameters  according
to equation 5). The fraction of the initial  SHHO  activjty  as a function of time can be deswiied by a
sum of two exponential terms: A exp (-x, t)  + B exp (-AB  t),  where A, 8, kA,  hB are constants.

Fast  Component sfow  Cmnponcnt
Radius Intercept  (a) Rate Constant (Aa) Intercept (a) Rate  Constant  (A&q)

46 of totat $6  of total
cnl initial 3HHO Id”-’ initial  %HO mbi’._

a 0.075 30.0 2.376 70.0 0.288

b 0.106 13.9 3.326 86.1 0 .280

c 0 .060 35.5 2.310 64.5 0.397

d 0.067 29.5 3.465 70.5 0 .440

e 0.075 32.8 3.465 67.2 0.472

f 0.061 15.0 5.198 85.0 0.538

8 0.051 26.5 5.198 73.5 0.708

h 0.045 29.0 4.377 71.0 0.611

*wage 0.068 26.5 3.714 73.5 0.467
kO.007 f2.8 3.398 f2.8 a053

Physic%  Chem.  d: Physics5 (1973)
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Another possible source of an extra amount of water in the fast compartment might
be faulty procedure in blotting the muscle before the washout experiments. Let us  assume

that after blotting, 20% of the water adheres to the surface as a uniform annulus  surround-

ing the muscle fiber. It can be calculated that the width of this annulus  could be about
80 !J  for an average fiber  radius of 0.068 cm (Table 4). The half-time of exchange of this

annulus  of water can be estimated by the following equation?

where [Cl f and [C’J  0  are the concentrations of “HHO at time t and zero respectively;D
is the diffusion coefficient of ‘HHO in water (2.44 x lo-’  cm’/sec at 2S°C2’);  and, b
the thickness of the annulus*  (0.008 cm). The half-time of exchange for this adhering
water would be 0.7 set,  a value one order of magnitude smaller than the fastest fraction

observed. This is below the limit of resolution of the present experiments and can be

considered instantaneous. Since the average half.tQne  of exchange for the fast fraction
is 12.1 set,  an annulus  of loosely attached water, if it had existed, would have been  too

rapidly washed away to explain the high value  of water in the first  component.
However, to further clarify this question, we carried out experiments to determine the

volume of the extracellular space in the muscle tibers  under conditions similar to those
in the efflux studies.

Muscles incubated in sorbitol.14C  for 40 min and sucrose-“C  for 60 min were blotted
on a wet filter paper, in a mamw similar to that used for the efflux experimentb: For

comparison, a third group of muscle fibers equilibrated in sorbitol-14C  were washed for
30 set  in an isotonic sucrose solution and blotted on a filter paper, following the pro-

cedure described by Hinke. *’ Table S shows the results. The sorbitol-‘4C  space of fibers

that were  rinsed and blotted (0.049 ml/g wet wt.) is 74% of the sorbitol space of fibers

that were blotted but not rinsed (0.066 ml/g wet wt.). The su~rose-‘~C  space, despite

the fact that it is a larger molecule than sorbitol-‘4C,  appears to be higher than the sorbitol-
14C space, although the difference is not statistically significant (0.2O>pX.10).  A ceiling

value of the volume of water in the extracellular space can be calculated by dividing the
extracellular space per gram of wet weight by the fraction of water in the fresh tissue

(0.775 ml/g wet wt., Table 5). For the fibers rinsed and blotted, the extracellular water

*When equation 6 is applied far  describing the exchange of substances through both surfaces of
a plane sheet b is taken as one half of the slab thickness. When the exchange taker place through one
surface only  the value  of b has to be equal  to  the slab thickness.
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Table  5 . Sorbitol-t4C  and sucrose-‘%2  spaces in the intact isolated muscle fiber of barnacle. Intact
muscle fibers  were incubated in barnacle Ringer  solution containing tracer amounts of sorbitol-14C  or
s~crose-‘~C  (1 &i/ml).  After incubation the muscles were cut from the basal shell and blotted as
described under Methods. The fibers  indicated as rinsed and blotted were washed for 30 set  in isotonic
sucrose  and then blotted, following the procedure used by Hinkcz4  The water  content in the extra-
cellular space (KS)  was calculated by dividing the volume of distribution of sorbitol-‘4C  or sucrose-
t4C  by the water content determined in other muscle fibers of the same  barnacle (0.775 ml/gm wet
wt.). The difference  between the volume of distribution of sorbitol-‘4C  of muscles blotted only are
not significant (0.2O>p>O.l0).

Time of
Incubation Procedure

Vol. of Distribution Water in ECS/
of Tracer Total Water n

Sorbitol-“C

Sorbitol-t4C

Sucrose-1%

min

4 0

40

60

blotted

rinsed  and
blotted

blotted

ml /g  wet  wt .

0.066M.002 0.085M.003 (12)

0.049fo.003 0.063fO.Oti (12)

0.070+0.002 0.090+0.003 (11)

represents 6.3% of the total water, in good agreement with the values reported by Hinke”
The percentage of total water in the extracellular space, for fibers blotted only, rises to

8.5 and 9.0% for sorbitol-‘4C  and sucrose-14C, respectively. This space includes the vol-
ume of solution that adheres to the external surface of the fiber. Since the fibers  u’ed
for the efflux experiments were blotted only, it would be expected that  the fraction of

the 3HH0  efflux representing the extracellular space should not be higher than 9% of the
total water. This value is far below 27%, the fraction of the total water in the extracellular

space predicted by the “two compartments in parallel” model. This discrepancy suggests

that this model cannot be applied.

B. Two Fiber Compartments in Series: For applying the model of three compart-

ments in series (where the three compartments are the cell water, extracellular water and
the washing solution), it has to be assumed that the exchange of the slowest compartment

representing the intracellular water washed out to the external solution through the ex-
tracellular  compartment. In this case, the constants A and B in equation 5 do not repre-

sent the actual sizes of the intracellular and extracellular compartments, respectively, as

in the preceding model, but rather can be calculated from the parameters in equation 5
by the relation derived by H~xley:‘~
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P,  = p*,+p,

where  P2,, and Pm  represent the fractions of the total initial activity of “HHO, PT,  in
the extracellular and intracellular compartments respectively; A and B the extrapolation

at zero time of the fast and slow exponentials and aA  and $ the rate constants. The
average value of the water in the fast compartment predicted by this model is 46.2 f 3.1%

of the total water, increasing the discrepancy with the extracellular space directly meas-
ured.

From these analyses, it becomes apparent that the partition of the fiber  water in two
compartments, in parallel or  in series, requires at least 20% of the water to be contained

in a compartment directly connected to the extracellular space. This compartment also

has to be impermeable to molecules such as sorbitol  and sucrose. A similar problem arises
when the Na exchange in frog muscle is examined. In this case, the fast Na exchange frac-
tions exceed the Na that can be located in the extracellular space?’ Keynes and Stein-

hardt*’  have suggested that this fast fraction would include the Na in the sarcoplasmic

reticulum. Since the same  concept could be valid for the “HHO kinetics described here,
it is appropriate to consider this alternative in some  detail. Although morphological

studies have shown that only the T system, accounting for only 0.2 to 0.4% of the total
cell volume, is accessible to extracellular probes3*‘* and no evidence for direct continuity

between the sarcoplasmic reticulum and the extracellular space have been found, the

fraction of other small ions, besides Naf,  will also exceed their extracellular contents.

Recent experimental evidence 33x34 indicates that the quantities of fast exchanging Br-

and K+ agree well with their extracellular contents. These results do not support the
idea of a direct communication between the sarcoplasmic reticulum and the extracellular

space. The fact that the extracellular space measured by the Cl- distributions5  gives simi-
lar results than those obtained by using larger molecules suggests that a large intracellular

space connected to the external fluid is hardly probable in this muscle fiber.

II. Bulk Phase-Limited Diffusion

A. Simple Bulk Phase-Limited Diffusion: If the cell water is entirely homogeneous,

and if the rate of exchange of ‘WI0  is not limited by its permeability through the surface



membrane but by the diffusion of the water in the  bulk of the muscle water, then the

efflux of ‘HHO should follow the kinetics described by equation 3.

In this case, the apparent diffusion coefficient for ‘HHO (equation 3) can be related
to AB  in equation 5 by

where D’  is the apparent diffusion coefticient,  v,  = 2.405, and r, is the radius of the fiber.

Figure 8 shows one efflux experiment represented as an influx profile plotted against
the  square root of time. It can be observed that during the first minute the experimental

points do not precisely follow the  theoretical curve. Similar deviations were observed for
all the experiments presented here. The direction of the departure indicates that  during
approximately the tint  minute the  fraction of ‘HHO exchanged is less than the fraction

predicted for simple diffusion from  a cylinder. This deviation cannot be attributed to

experimental error, since effluxes of 3HH0 from cylinders of agar  gel follow precisely the

theoretical curve  after the first 20 seconds of washout (Fig. 4b). It follows that a simple
bulk phase-limited diffusion mechanism is not the most appropriate description of the

efflux of 3HH0 from muscle fibers.
B. Bulk Phase-Limited Diffusion with Adsorption: If it is assumed that the  cell water

is not homogeneous but it is in two different physical states (adsorbed and interstitial
water) and that the 3HH0 exchange is not rate limited by the suiface  membrane, the

diffusion into or out of a cylindrical cell is described by the  differential equation:*”
R

a vii  kS 1 a roa[c,]  inJ
dt = T ar  ar

a [C,I od
a t

where [C,] ins  is the concentration of water in the interstitial fraction, [C,], the water

concentration of the adsorbed fraction, D’ the diffusion coefficient of the water in the
intersticium, and X and p the rate constants for adsorption and desorption,  respectively.

In steady state, from equation 9 it follows:
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where R represents the ratio of adsorbed water over interstitial water. The solution for

equation 8 was obtained by WilsonS6  and by Crank?” The characteristics of these kinetics

were discussed in detail by Crank,” and their physiological applicability and significance

by Ling3’ and Ling et al.’ Figure 9 shows four different efflux curves  plotted as influxes

against the square root of time. The continuous lines are theoretical and were obtained
from tables (see methods). All the experimental curves are in reasonable agreement with

the prediction of this model; the parameters are given in Table 6. Since the average value
of R is 1.1, the model also requires approximately one half of the total water to be more

strongly adsorbed. The significance of these observations will be considered in the dis-
cussion

1.00

30
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F I"
I" .40

I-
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Figure 8. Efftux  of 3HH0  from intact isolated muscle fibers. The efflux of %HO  from fiber h (‘fable
4) is represented as an influx and plotted as a function of the square root  of time. The theoretical
curve  for a bulk phase-limited diffusion process was calculated using a value of 0.36 x 10e5  cm2/sec
for the apparent diffusion coefficient and 0.045 cm for the fiber  radius.
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Figure 9. Effluxes of 3HH0  from intact isolated muscle fibers. The efflnx  data are  represented as in-
fluxes as a function of the square root of the  time of washout. Tbe continuous curves are  theoretical
for the bulk  phase-limited diffusion and dewrption  (see text). Tix parameters of these  auves  are given
in Table 6. Fig. (a): muscle d: Fig. (b):  muscle e; Fig. (0:  muscle f: and Fig. (d):  mu&  c.

n

DISCUSSION

The interpretation of the efflux experiment in terms of bulk-limited diffusion with
concurrent adsorption-desorption  is compatible with the idea that the cell water exists

as polarized multilayers. 6s’e’4 This model is supported by other experimental evidence.

Studies of nuclear magnetic resonance have consistently shown a broadening of the
water signal in nerve’ and in muscle. *a This observed broadening of the water signal

or decrease of relaxation times-which has been put on a more rigorous foundation from
subsequent studies using spin echo techniques-has been interpreted as an indication that

the cell water is more restricted in its rotational and translational motions than normal

liquid water.38e4’  This, in turn, could be the result of the partial immobilization of the

water molecules due to protein-water interactions.2.3.“*‘3
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Table 6. Fitting parameters for the efflux  curves  of “HHO from intact isolated muscle fibers for a
bulk phase-diffusion and desorption mechanism. The best  theoretical curve for each eftlux of 3HH0
was sclocted from tables (see  Methods). Each of these theoretical curves  corresponds to a specific
value of R and of .&/D’.

Muscle

a)

b)

C)

‘3

d

t-l

9)

h)

Radius R IdID D’ !J

cln cm=/sec x 10s SK-1

0.075 1 1 0 1.18 0.021

0.106 2 1 0 2.36 0.021

0.060 1 1 0 1.15 0.031

0.067 1 10 1.38 0.031

0.075 1 1 0 1.85 0.033

0.061 1 1 0 1.07 0.029

0.05 1 1 10 1.05 0.040

0.045 1 1 0 0.76 0.038

Average 0.068 1.125 10 1.35 0.031
AO.007 to.125 %I.18 +0.002

Hansson’Mild,  James and Gillen”  by using spin echo techniques have recently pro-
vided further evidence indicating that approximately 67% of the water in frog ovarian

eggs is relatively more immobilized. These results give strong support to the hypothesis
referred to above.’ Furthermore, their measured self diffusion coefficient of frog ovarian

egg, 6.8 x l(r6 cmz/sec is actually lower than the average values Linget al.reported(9.96
x 10.6 cm’lsec),  but close to the lower values 7.2 x 10e6  cn?/sec.  Since the value they
obtained by NMR technique is independent of cell membrane barrier, this general agree-
ment supports the conclusion of Ling et aL7  that the cell membrane of frog ovarian egg

poses no specific barrier to the diffusion of THO in and out of the cell. Indirectly, this
agreement also strengthens the conclusion of the present paper.

Vapor equilibrium studies also support this model. Thus, Liig and Negendank6  have

shown that 95% of the water in frog sartorius  muscles equilibrated at different vapor
pressures follows the Bradley isotherm.43  According to this model, the first layer of water

strongly interacts with the protein adsorption sites;‘” this layer in turn reacts with the

next layer of water molecules; and so on. The energy of interactions among the different

layers will decrease as the distance from the first  layer increases. In this particular type



of adsorption the translational freedom of the water molecules in the cell will be more
restricted than in free solution. Conversely, the water molecules located in layers far from

the first  one will have the highest mobility, although they also will be more restricted
than in free solution. The apparent diffusion coefficient for ‘HHO  obtained from the

experimental efflux curves (1.35 x 10e5 cm’/sec) is 55% of the diffusion coefficient of

3HH0  in free solution (2.44 x 10.’ cm2/sec), reflecting primarily the diffusion properties
of the more loosely adsorbed water molecules.

The value of the apparent diffusion coefficient of ‘HHO  in the interstitial water of

the barnacle muscle is in the same  range as that reported by Ling et al.’ for the diffusion
coefficient for ‘HHO  in frog eggs (from 0.72 to 1.47 x IO-’  cm’/sec).

The apparent diffusion coefficient reported here is in keeping with that established

by Rorschach, Chang,  Ha&wood,  and NichoP using spin echo nuclear magnetic reson-
ance techniques. These authors have found that in rat gastrocnemius  muscles the diffusion
coefficient of water is 42% lower than in free solution, suggesting that this lower value

can be attributed to a more organized state of the cell water and not merely to the ob-

structive effect of the solid matter of the cytoplasm.
The water molecules that directly interact with the protein sites (first layer) and those

immediately next to them suffer the greatest translational restriction. The diffusion in

those layers of polarized water will tend to be slower than in water molecules farthest
from the protein molecules.

The model of multilayer adsorption also offers an interpretation for the solubiiity
properties of the cellular water. Hinkez4  has reported that 25.26% of the water of the

muscle fiber of the giant barnacle is osmotically inactive. The remaining fraction of the

cellular water was considered to have the same activity as that of the external Ringer
solution. The separation of the cellular water into two completely different kinds of
water, though it could be operationally useful, does not necessarily reflect the actual state

of the water in these muscles. As it is, this model cannot account for the fact that the

distribution of nonelectrolytes in frog muscle shows a continuous spectrum of steady
state distribution values from 0.18 to near unity.‘3r”

Alternatively, if the model of multilayer adsorption for the state of water is consider-
ed, it would be expected that a gradation of the properties of the water would depend

on the energy of interactions among the different molecules and hence, in the activity
of the  cell water. The distribution of the different nonelectrolytes will depend funda-

mentally on the relative energy and/or rotational freedom that B  certain molecule will
have in the multilayer water structure with respect to its freedom in the free solution

(entropic exclusion”‘“). Consequently, in steady-state, the ratio of internal to external

concentration of different nonelectrolytes can be distributed over a wide range, depend-
ing upon the properties of the particular nonelectrolyte in consideration and the physical

state of the cellular water.
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